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 The Commission with Nick Ross
6 : Losing Faith In Science

Scientists sit near the bottom of the pile of people's public trust,and yet so much of our future prosperity and well-being rests in their hands.Have we entered a new age of reason,or is our loss of faith the result of sound evidence and reasoned arguments? Does such a level of scepticism threaten future beneficial scientific developments?

Nick Ross : Lord Melchett and his Greenpeace vandals are acquitted unanimously by a jury despite overwhelming evidence that they committed criminal damage.The plain fact is their attempts to wreck scientific trials are widely seen as laudable,even heroic.

[That's because mystic Earth worshippers and their ignorant BS are gaining a grip of the public imagination and whipping up anti science propaganda on the basis of misplaced fearful public perceptions and ignorance -LB]

How has science,once so revered,come to be so thoroughly mistrusted? [See maddox1.html @nbci "The public distrust of science" ] Almost everything we use around us is the product of scientific ingenuity.Scientific methods search systematically for truth.Yet opinion polls suggest growing doubts about whether scientists are truthful or responsible.
 The picture is patchy and sometimes contradictory of course.Cancer researchers still tend to be held in high esteem,and there's been a surge in the sale of popular books on science.But on the other hand there are more fears than ever that some sort of Frankenstein monster is about to be unleashed,and the words "mad" and "scientist" are still often used together.
Is this the result of public ignorance? Of a luddite anti science culture? Or have scientists through recklessness,brought mistrust upon themselves? What can scientists do, if anything, to bale their reputations out of trouble? In the next 3/4 of an hour,our three commissioners will take evidence from scientists and make recommendations.Our brief to the commissioners is to be sceptical and if possible radical,and our commissioners are Bob Ayling,until recently Chief Executive of British Airways,Louis Blom-Cooper the QC,and Vivian Nathanson head of ethics and health policy at the British Medical Association.
(applause)

Our first witness is unapologetically and advocate of the merits of biotechnology,he's chairman of the crop journal panel,which makes the case for GM,he's Emeritus Professor of Microbiology at Queen Mary College,London,Vivian Moses.
Professor Moses why do you think that scientists seem to be held in so many areas with disrespect now?

Vivian Moses : Partly because of all those promises that were made by successive governments in the post-war period culminating in the white heat of technology you remember in 1964...

Nick Ross : Harold Wilson and all that.

Vivian Moses : ....Harold Wilson,and it turned out that there really wasn't such a white heat of technology,because many of our projects tended to fail,and so people gradually got the idea that science was not doing for us what was promised,and over the course of the years that followed,all the big scientific stories essentially then came from America,and it seems to me that people gradually began to equate science with American science,and that then became a somewhat foreign element and maybe a bit of underlying anti-Americanism produced an antipathy towards the whole concept.

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : You mentioned America. In America generally speaking,people are positive towards technology and science,they see technology and science has having delivered real economic benefits,real economic wealth. What's the difference in their culture and our culture?

[I'll tell you. Our upper crust aristocracy are the other of the Two Cultures of CP Snow and propagate a scorn and contempt towards science which is populated mostly by lower class people.Those that thought they were smarter are actually scientifically illiterate and are romantics at heart,and push this notion in society.You see this in for example Marcel Berlins presenting of "Puzzling Passions" (see puzzle.html@nbci) where he backbites and looks down his nose at mathematicians,rather than admit he can't do it and it is his inadequacy.This class division is less a cultural problem in this way in the US as far as I can see,add in our culture of contempt for learning amongst the working classes,especially males,and the fostering of New Age claptrap and it's no wonder things are like they are -LB]

Vivian Moses :  I suppose partly because Americans are more innovative as a whole,at least technological than the British have been,for a long time.

[That is sheer codswallop. The computer was invented here,the jet engine was invented here,the steam train was invented here.The take up of the former two was in the US because the Americans are more likely to take a risk and invest in an innovation.Our snooty nosed aristos scorn science and don't see the point in things,and they have the money.
When Frank Whittle created the jet engine,no one here thought it would work. Whittle took it to the US and not they have the greatest number of jet planes manufacturers. If I recall correctly Intel was started by a Brit and so to Michael Barnsley of Iterated systems who uses Fractals to compress digital images along with a US associate (see pracfrac.html@nbci).Similarly the innovation at Cambridge leading to possible plastic folding TV screens,and of course there is Trevor Bayliss's clockwork radio -LB]

I think the Americans also -and this seems to be commonly accepted - are more willing to accept risk and undertake risk [see tnbg1.html@nbci]. But also it seems to me a very important factor that so much of modern science,and so much of modern technology which is what really impresses people,the space programme for example,is clearly American,and so the Americans have a pride of ownership in those sorts of activities which perhaps the British have less of.

[Yes that's true,but if people knew their heritage they'd realise that our Empire that took up  a large proportion of the world was built on scientific and technological development and prestige and ability,and we should be proud of what we achieved,not denigrate it -LB]

Nick Ross : Louis Blom-Cooper.

Louis Blom-Cooper : Isn't the problem really that the scientist doesn't function in the sort of vacuum of the laboratory,but operates within a political system,and it's really he impact of the actions of politicians that affect the publics attitudes towards scientists?

[That certainly is true with BSE. The perception that scientists created the problem is wholly untrue,in actual fact they warned what would happen if body parts were recycled as feed (see beef.rtf @trans.html and bse.html) -LB]

Vivian Moses :  Well,I think you're very right in what you say,and governments tend not to show very strong leadership in scientific matters.

[That is exactly right,they look to scientists as if scientists were running the country,and fail to understand scientific information because they are not trained in understanding it,and as with the Tories over BSE try to blame scientists for their own errors and manipulations and make them scapegoats and fall guys for their own plots.Those in politics tend to be of the other of the Two Cultures and despise scientists anyway -LB]

Governments of all flavours and at all periods as far as I can remember have made buoyant noises very often, that when it comes to it,they equivocate and they tend not to deliver.For example,you may recall that a year or two back,Tony Blair made a buoyant statement about GM and its value.This year he made a rather equivocal statement which was immediately interpreted as being a U-turn.Whether or not it was is not the point,he made a statement which certainly didn't back up the earlier one in quite the strong way.That sort of thing I think is not helpful.

[To be fair to politicians,the news from science is often not polarised one way or the other, and the politician has to face the public and say "British beef is safe" or not as the case maybe.In BSE's case there was reason to say it was when it wasn't to save necks,but in most cases where something is a close call or their is still dispute,a politician can look as if they don't know what the case is,and this can harm their public status.They have to make authoritative statements or look like they are unable to lead.
 Science with politics is like a game of chicken when there's an issue or handling a hot potato.Whilst data is being gathered there can be no authority,but politicians look to science to deliver an answer,if that answer is "don't know" or "not sure",the politician has to say "yes" or "no" or be marked a ditherer.Thatcher during BSE could not afford to look like a ditherer,and so made a grey issue the slanted towards the pole she wanted to vaunt.This perhaps is why politicians wish to blame scientists when it goes wrong,wishing they'd been told "yes" or "no" in the first place.Politicians want certainty,science delivers probability -LB]

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : Don't you think that perhaps one of the problems here is about certainty?
[Certainly -LB]

That the nature of much of science is that announcements are about probabilities or possibilities for the future,and that we're trying to put those into a context of risk assessment,and the public want certainty,so that the uncertainty has to be presented perhaps in a different way?

Vivian Moses :  Yes,I think you're certainly right in that [You just got certainty from a scientist,after saying science was about probability! -LB],and there is clearly a problem of communication between scientists and the public.
The scientists themselves are brought up and trained to express themselves cautiously and to give tentative interpretations to their data,and as you say the public want certainty, although the public knows it's not going to get it,and it's use to living most of its life in uncertainty.Every time you get in an aeroplane you cannot be sure that it's going to land,the people know that,but they don't act as if they know it.But somehow when it comes to the other things they demand a higher degree of certainty than they demand in the more common place aspects of their lives.

[I think it is less a problem of communication and more one of understanding.For many I  have spoken to they do not understand why science operates as it does.Even Jon Snow in "Beef Encounter" seems incredulous about the phrase "there is no evidence that" as if there is a problem about it. I suspect many people would find his view the right one,people who don't understand science that is. As we saw over paedophiles,people jump to conclusions and irrationally react as soon as a gutter rag trumps up some story ranting, raving and demanding things without ever knowing anything about which they are talking.
They scream "I have a right to know,"or "I have right to safety",or "I have a right to have wholesome food".Never do you hear  "I have a responsibility to understand scientific data" or "I have a responsibility to put my brain in gear before I go off like a firework",or "I have a responsibility to a society I make demands on".
Responsibility is a foreign concept.You can't make demands on science to deliver things without understanding why and how it is doing the delivering.People act like spoilt ungrateful children,biting the hand that feeds them but asking for food.Where do they get off? -LB]

Vivian Nathanson :  And perhaps also if I might add that scientists should be more explicit about their level of ability to assess relative risks.

Vivian Moses :   Yes but the fact that they don't communicate very well with the public and often don't see it their business to do so,that I think is a great failing,and we ought to make more of an effort.

[You mean  "there's been a surge in the sale of popular books on science" is not communicating?.What's wrong is despite those books,people get the wrong end of the stick,an oversimplified message that gets warped into their own preconceptions,rather than actuality being offered and having to be accommodated.Science gets dumbed down for the public palate,and then people think one thing is being said when its actually another.
It's the public understanding of science that is flawed,and even appointing "professors for the public understanding of science" hasn't redressed the problem.Fundamentally the education system isn't making the case for science.Even if science is given media coverage it comes a poor second to football,sex,violence or any other obsession the base mind accommodates. Trying to pass complex ideas to such people is like trying to get a Neanderthal to program a computer,and you'd probably have more success with a Neanderthal ,they don't even WANT to listen,the perception is that science is dry and dusty and has nothing to offer -it's inhuman,and yet in actuality it offers the greatest things that a human could ever want.
It constantly amazes me that scientists are asked seemingly without end to be clearer or more precise or communicate more and no one will ever admit that there is a lacking in the public's ability,stop apologising for them,they're thick as two short planks!-LB] 

Nick Ross : Louis Blom-Cooper

Louis Blom-Cooper : Isn't a very good example of how science has it's difficulties when it comes into the courtroom for example? That the scientists doesn't deal in absolutes an certainties (this case is made in darwin.html@nbci),but that's what the law demands of him,and there is this constant attention or friction between the legal system and the scientists?

Vivian Moses : I'm sure you're right.You're a lawyer and I'm a scientist and which of us do you think ought to shift position?!

(laughter)

Louis Blom-Cooper : I'm a very unusual lawyer.

Vivian Moses : I'm a very unusual scientist! 

Nick Ross : What would you like the commissioners to conclude?

[Oops that's not a very ethical question Nick considering what happened with SEAC and MLC, where the MLC said what answers they'd like from SEAC! -LB]

Vivian Moses : About how to make the public more attentive to science? Well I really have a very simple solution,but I know you'll laugh me out of court.I'll say it nevertheless. I think one of the great difficulties of science and scientists in recent years,in this country is that their social status has fallen,and one of the reasons that their social status has fallen is that their salaries are low compared with what they used to be in society,and so I have a simple answer,increase their salaries significantly.I'm sure I will have the vote of all the scientists!

(laughter)

[I have to say,that although working for a computer firm paid well,I didn't think it paid well enough,considering the effort I put in,whilst in the education system to get a job.It seems to me that another thing to do would be to get rid of the expectation of fees for higher education,and expecting students who choose to become educated enough to work in sciences to have to pay to do it,they more than redress the balance once employed as the source of our net income. Making students pay is devaluing what they do and it's no wonder we have a "culture of contempt" as it says in "City Life" (nerd.html) towards the most educated. Once employed in high salary jobs the taxes paid would cover the investment. Investing in student and the sciences is like and insurance policy. People like myself don't see the point in doing education and putting energy into working in science when students are expected to pay their way and then paid a pittance (relatively) for the effort they put in.
 That's like a thief stealing from you and then asking you to reward him for the privilege,who in their right mind would fall for that scam? -LB]

Nick Ross : Professor Moses thank you very much indeed,Vivian Moses.Our next witness thinks that - indeed there has been- a long history of scepticism about science.he also thinks there's a growing recognition that scientists have different opinions,and mistrust of science might not be ignorance so much as growing sophistication.

[My experience is the former,the growing sophistication if there is any is in the ability to criticise science and bring it down and find small cracks and open them up.But the criticism is an ignorant criticism based on misunderstanding and as I said getting the wrong end of the stick.There is also the factor that a lot of science is counter-intuitive and so superficially it looks wrong,this indicates that those who take issue are not looking hard enough nor thinking deeply enough (see whatdoes.html@nbci)-LB]

He's senior lecturer in the history of science at Imperial College,London,Dr Rob Ilev.Dr Ilev are people wising up to science? That is are they becoming more aware that science is taking us up dangerous avenues? Or is it just the shock of the new,that most of us are scientifically literate,that we fear what we don't understand?

[Science is not taking us up dangerous avenues.What people don't understand is that science is a Pandora's Box.Many people would rather put the genie back in the bottle rather than run the risk of  what might happen. But we have used science over time and we're still here with our fantastic world.More to the point if we put the genie back in the bottle,you lose the benefits as well as the drawbacks.You can't only produce good things from science,and idea is value neutral. E=Mc^2 is not an atom bomb,the notion is not evil,a thought is priceless,but that formula unleashes massive power for good or bad depending on how one exploits it (see idea1.html). What you can't do is carp and whinge and sublimate science as this is like having mind police,and it was like that in the past.Books were written that bowed to religious authority and had disclaimers written inside claiming that they were only hypothetical assertions,when in fact the authors knew that they were writing things that could or did happen.We don't want to go back to those times or the New Medieval Era as the Late Show called it.Neither should science be wrapped in a moral or ethical straitjacket telling it what it can and can't do,you can't second guess progress. If we'd had the moralisers and the "are we playing god?" crew in charge then maybe Laser eye surgery would not exist as it might make " a dangerous weapon". A pen is a tool,but you could stab someone to death with it.Nothing is perfectly safe,and it is absurd to suggest that we shouldn't do things "in case it causes a problem". Life is problems and problem solving,whatever we do,we can fix it,we always have and always will,that is how we have survived till now.
People do fear what they don't understand and that's why the fear science -LB]

Rob Ilev : As you said there have been long criticisms of science if you like going back to the 5th century continuing over the next millennium,really from Christians who had very good reasons I think for worrying about some kind of knowledge,that wasn't rooted within traditional ethical values.

[Let's get this straight,God doesn't exist,and the bible fairy story posits knowledge as evil and part of "the fall",so science in its pursuit of knowledge is the antithesis of Christianity.In Damien Omen,Damien the antichrist was in charge of a multinational conglomerate using science to manufacture goods,does anyone see a hidden agenda in that story? 
Christian values are based in myths and lies.Science is based on what can be proved true as  near as dammit in the real world.Why would anyone trust a lie? -LB]

And then in the scientific revolution and the industrial revolution,that there are brand new worries about perhaps some kind of techno-science,running out of control.

[Out of who's control? The religious unelected dictators who control people's minds with belief systems? -LB]

Scientists have always had this kind of bivalve identity if you like,the Christian scientists, Christian natural philosophers,were always divorced from society,was the price of knowledge. On the other side if you like,coming from alchemy,there were more dubious views of the scientist(see magic.html),and they become articulated perhaps best in Goethe's "Faust" in the early 19th century,where Goethe is trying to talk about modernity,he's trying to say "we now live in a world where progress is to a certain extent,inevitable,and progress is good,but look at the down sides",and scientists right up to the current day,they're revered,we do like scientists,but on the other hand there is those peculiar view of scientists as amoral.

[Why is that peculiar? The common conception appears to have them immoral not amoral. Making GM food is evil to some people,mostly those whose ideas are based in the tissue of fabrications of a religious dogma. The amorality is true insofar as one is taking from Pandora's Box,it is untrue insofar as a scientist is a human being,I'd hardly call that view "peculiar" -LB]

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson 

Vivian Nathanson : Science and technology do a lot of different things,they produce a lot of benefits for us,but we seem to hear a lot of media stories particularly about the negatives,the things that go wrong, that don't deliver what we want and very few of the positive,all of which seem to reinforce fears.

[This is true.The media comprising the thicko element and wastrels from the upper middle classes who can't do any other job pick on science because they are jealous.Also bad news is good news.The public then gets a false image of science going wrong,and of course when scientists wish to show what they've done right,everyone goes deaf and starts snoring and thinks the bland boring scientist is just an egghead with no life.
And of course there's the morbid fascination that makes heads turn to watch motorway pile ups. When science goes wrong everyone loves to gloat,they don't laud when it goes right. The medical sciences get off lightly,because they score on the gore factor and the fact that everyone wants a doctor to be available.If you're a GM or nuclear scientist,life must be hell. There is a lot of bias against science and not much in its favour.The playing field isn't level -LB]

So I wonder how you would deal with what is often an irrational rather than a rational dismissal of science.


Rob Ilev :  Science has something like the characteristic of a faith.

[I beg to differ,it's nothing like a faith.Science is not a belief system.One is not being asked to trust or believe that what is said is true,but to understand why it must be so for oneself.It is not an act of faith,one is not leaping into the unknown,but into the known.,there couldn't be a bigger difference if you tried -LB]

It is a modern religion in many ways.The spokespeople do occasionally come across as pontificating like Ayatolahs to mix religions somewhat. There are however four or five elements I think in the last 10-15 years that have caused moral panics.
I think there's a general perception that scientists and technologists have created something that's possibly out of control.The pace of scientific change is so fast, that ethical dilemmas,religions can't keep up with it,

[Tough monkeys.That is not reason to put science on a leash,it is reason for moral philosophers to become scientifically conversant and realise the moral implications before it happens.It is laziness in the other camp,and an inertia to accommodate such a powerful system and accept it for what it is.Instead of digging in heels and burying heads in sands,we should be facing up to responsibility.We CAN manipulate bodies,we CAN alter brains,we CAN alter food. This causes too  much of a moral quagmire, especially for those with tired old value systems which haven't changed for hundreds of years.Instead of holding onto or going back to mystic bullshine,we should be realising that there are no spirits,are no gods.
Man is in charge of his own destiny,and that is a weighty responsibility,I for one am up to the task.I notice that it's mainly the religious who are fearful of it.But they are fearful of everything because that's what religion does,this is another way in which science differs from religion,I am empowered,others are slaves to gods that don't exist.I am also wise to the potential folly of having too big an ego.Notably it is the religious who say things like "the mighty have far to fall" and look on the down side,I'd rather be optimistic (that's -mistic ,not mystic) than spend my life moaning and whinging about the negatives.As Kurgan says "It's better to burn out than fade away" -LB]

and this is a profoundly new,I think and a significant development,and we don't know how to deal with it.
There is no way of calming people down,when you suddenly find out that there is VCJD about.

[Scientists warned what would happen if food was recycled.It was not science that opened this spectre must money grabbing greed and political skullduggery.The Phillips report shows that science was manipulated by politicians for the reasons posited above over certainty and probability -LB]

I mean I just don't see what you can do about it.

[It's very easy to redress,get rid of irrational belief in rubbish,and educate people in science and moral philosophy.Making inappropriate allegories between science and religion only makes matters worse -LB]

Nick Ross : Rob Ilev,thank you very much indeed. Our next witness is someone scientists might to well to listen to,most of his work is in advising big corporations,but he's a man who's made himself famous by making other people famous,he's the publicist Max Clifford.
Max what in your view have scientists done wrong,if anything?

Max Clifford : I don't think they're very good at getting a message across,I think various issues that have come up over the last couple of years tend to just confuse everybody because you seem to get one scientist saying one thing and somebody else saying totally different,and when it's matters that people are frightened about,and concerned about,it then becomes potentially dangerous.

[But this will always be and has to be the case in science,things aren't cut and dried,the world is vague and unpredictable,and scientists don't wish to cry wolf too often,purely because, doing so diminishes trust in what is said. If one is a seismologist,and keeps saying that an earthquake will happen every time there is a tremor,who is going to take notice when it is actually the case? It is imperative therefore that when action is taken is is taken on data that actually suggests the probability of an earthquake (or whatever),but that data can be highly speculative and interpreted variously according to which theory one sides with.
If for instance one takes the data for the mass of the universe - it falls just in the position that says the universe might continue expanding or may recollapse,the data has an error margin,and depending whether one adds on or takes off that error,depends whether the universe expands of collapses,there is thus room for doubt,and some scientists might think dark matter applies and suggest the mass is more than thought,or others might think there was reason to suppose many black holes,all swallowing up matter,others might argue that those black holes are tunnels in 4D that spurt the matter back into the universe and make no difference.The data is not definitive,and it would be a bad scientists that stated with authority what was to become of the universe.The same goes for global warming.Recent increases in temperature maybe a short term glitch or part of a long term trend depending on how you view the data.There are also philosophical points like whether one views the Earth as a self regulating feedback system (like a thermostat on a heating system),which may in turn be seen as being capable of pushed into a catastrophic event via Chaos and Catastrophe theories,or one may think that the Earth responds linearly to human alterations,and the more we do something the more of an effect it has (eg CO2 emissions).
This is how science works and if people understood it,they would see that various viewpoints are essential to the dialogue because there isn't a "right" answer,and the accepted answer is that which has the most evidence in it's favour,or has the most convincing argument behind it (eg Natural selection,the big bang etc) -LB]

Nick Ross : How do you police this though? This isn't a corporation,this is people who relish their academic freedom and if one scientist thinks that he or she is right,and the great majority are wrong,how do you stifle them? How do you shut them up?

Max Clifford : Well no,I am not suggesting that you do stifle them,I mean that's fro them to decide what they want to do,but if they want to change the public perception,then they've got to learn the right way to give their message,the effective way to give their message,they  might be brilliant in their particular field,but communicating with the masses isn't one of them.

[My experience is that if one contacts academia you will get a reply,moreso than contacting a company.The large number of lay publications,books and magazines,not to mention we pages and TV programmes,there really is no excuse not to understand science.All of these media that have accessed show witty and authoritative writers and broadcasters who make accessing difficult concepts easier. "Alice in Quantumland" for instance could not go any further in explaining quantum physics other than using the allegory of a children's story,but seemingly even children's stories isn't simple enough for the public.It is not scientists that have an inability to communicate,it is the public that has an inability to comprehend,the sooner that is realised and redressed,and excuses for their lack of intelligence or education stop,perhaps some progress will be made.As far as I can see scientists have bent over backwards to communicate difficult subject matter to a simple audience,they can do no more,it's time the public got off their lazy backsides and made an effort the other way.The information is out there and legible,anyone who says it isn't is a liar.
They also have the back up of people like myself who do understand (?) what is said and have had some training,to explain the concepts in those materials,but I am a poor excuse for the horses mouth,and no matter how much published material I draw on (which may run into copyright problems) their is nothing better than hearing a scientists own views,which appear in published books or on TV,or in some cases on their own web sites.There are also many support organisations such as New Scientist which publish lay guides to complex subjects and lectures such as the RIs intended for children,I don't see what more could be done short of the public taking an interest and informing themselves for their own benefit."Does science matter?" (see sci-mat.html) Yes it does. - LB]

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : Surely one of the problems here is that when discoveries are white hot and exciting,one of the real problems with the is that they are not certain,we don't know how useful they're going to be,and that what scientists are trying to convey is an extraordinarily complex message,which is a mixture of potential possible hope for the future,and of uncertainty,
[Note that if the future could be told,this would not be the case -LB]
and also of course often of great distance in terms of time,10,15,20 years maybe before there is a real application.
[Blue skies research is our insurance policy for the future -LB]
Can you get all those complex messages across in one go?

Max Clifford : Well no,obviously that's going to be very difficult,I think that you do the best that you can,you start off in the position that at the moment it's totally chaotic so virtually anything you do must be an improvement on that.
I think if you start to create some of your own champions,if you start to create scientist  who can actually speak to the public in a language that they understand,then you start to solve the problems.

[Wrong. John Durant,Richard Dawkins and Ian Stewart are amongst those already doing this.The other publishers are just as adept at communicating.("Creative Sparks" (see world30.rtf@mworld.html) is on show and there are many scientific museums.)
The language problem is one that cannot be altered.If you use lay speak you dumb down and oversimplify complex matters.The fundamental problem is that the public hate maths,and maths is the language of science.If you use analogies one destroys the subtlety.There is no real world analogue of a nuclear particle,if one says it is like X,then that diminishes what it is really.As Alistair Fraser (see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/index.html) recently brought to my attention,one is apt also to fall back on animism in trying to explain physical principles saying "The ball doesn't want to move until it is acted upon" to explain inertia.The ball has no "wants" or other human desires,and this sort of language detracts from what is actually happening.
Something like "the collapse of the wave function" in quantum physics for instance cannot be understood any other way than via mathematics,at least it would be a fantastic scientific communicator that created an analogy that worked.
One of the major problems is that many of these ideas are "about the world",one cannot create an analogy as to what it is like in the world,because that description IS what it is like.
If we say the Sun is like a giant fireball of gas with temperatures that would melt most anything,that may suffice as a lay explanation.But if one tries to explain solar flares in terms of the magnetic fields and plasma and tries to how that high temperature gas creates a magnetic field and is subject to it as well,one is then forced to explain "plasma" and "magnetic field" (these terms can get instant qualification by typing into a browser or going to a library) one cannot do this by saying "a plasma is like....",because a plasma is like a plasma end of story,the definitive description is mathematical.
The distaste and misunderstanding of mathematics is fundamentally the problem,and how many said "I will never need mathematics when I grow up". One solution might be to get maths teachers to stop teaching maths as rote autonomous calculation,and present it as a wider cultural activity.The advent of the computer as tool to examine maths means that this may already be happening.Fractals for instance give immediate indication of mathematics as an aesthetically pleasing domain,perhaps this should be exploited.The problem is one of cultural education-we don't value half our process of symbolic learning. Literary things are acceptable,but numerical ones are rejected,and yet numerical ones arguably are more important,in that they are the language construct of science,and science has a profound impact on everyone,it is imperative therefore to have mathematical ability and comprehend scientific ideas in their native tongue.Mohammed should go to the mountain,not  vice versa -LB]

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : Do you think that one of the reasons why scientists find it difficult to get a better understanding of what they do and their value in society is because of the general level of understanding about science amongst the general population?

Max Clifford : I think it's twofold.Basically,yes,I think there isn't a great depth of understanding world wide by the masses,in scientific matters,but I also think that scientists generally come across as being from a different planet and not able to communicate a message very well.

[Max has obviously not read the lay publications nor watched any of the many TV progs,not least the OU which is excellent at talking in lay terms,perhaps because it was set up for the lay public -LB]

Nick Ross : D'you not think that the media themselves often have a very vigorous and well policed agenda? Don't you think that the media have made up their mind about GM organisms for example? It's very difficult even if if someone publishes a report saying it is a good thing to get as much publicity as if a single scientist says "I think this is a bad thing".

[The media as I say over the BSE affair (beef.rtf @trans.html) prey on the public fears in order to sell newspapers,and the columnists are rarely scientifically literate,and probably as writers represent the other of the Two Cultures taking up the Shelley position of science as demonic and promulgating the Promethian myth.Maybe too there is some religious fervour behind it stemming from the probability of columnists often being the offspring of well-to-do aristocratic families versed in traditional religious conservatism,or from low class backgrounds who are basically pie,mash and football types who only see what their limited low foreheads allow them to see.Faced with these attitudes,it's no wonder that a scientist looks like they are from another planet,they are - one where putting aside your own preconceptions and knee jerk irrational reactions is the norm -LB]

Max Clifford :  Yes I agree,but I think it's more often along political lines.In other words if Tony Blair says that you know "This is a good idea" automatically the Daily Mail will say it's dreadful.

Nick Ross : So if science was a PLC,would you like them as a client?

Max Clifford :   I don't suppose they could afford me!

(laughter)

Nick Ross :  Max Clifford thank you very much indeed.

Max Clifford :  Pleasure.

Nick Ross :  Our next witness is one of Britain's most famous scientists,Professor of Physiology at Oxford,Colin Blakemore (see tnbg1html@nbci).Professor Blakemore,scientist have been if you like,whinging fro years that they're not understood,actually,could it be that there is now a broader,a deeper,public understanding of science than ever before.

Colin Blakemore : Undoubtedly that's the case,and in this country particularly,it seems paradoxical that although all the tests of public opinion and so on suggest that we are better informed as a nation than most others,our scepticism about science is also the highest.

[I refute that there is greater understanding.The inroads made by mysticism and the kind of work done by Sue Blackmore especially over risk perception and probability and its links to paranormal belief (see sci-mat3.html) suggests that in fact people are given to not accept a material explanation (see maddox1.html {Correspondence- C.Fox}].Coupled with religious views that call on the immaterial I doubt that there is a greater understanding,if anything it seems that people are disenchanted with science,but for reasons based in their own misperceptions and ignorance rather than anything science has actually done -LB]

It's not a paradox it's an expected outcome.I think we should see this as the initial problem of the agenda of increasing the level of public understanding of science,and a problem that we have to work through.
 I mean that one could say that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing in a way.

[Yes people think they know what's going on but don't.They need the whole picture,and that needs mathematics,instead of dumbed down half truths and allegories -LB]

I mean if you cast your mind back to the time when heart transplantation was first announced which I remember very well,the public knew almost nothing about that before it was a  fait accomplis.There was a lot of horror and concern expressed at the time but of course the technology had all been worked out pretty much,and very rapidly this new discovery - Frankensteinian though it seemed at the time - was turned into benefits,and I think the public responds very well to benefits,and very badly to doubt and concern and a failure of science and technology to deliver what's been promised initially.

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : You've said that there is scepticism,it seems to me that scientists are professionally trained to be sceptics,it's one of the prerequisites if you like to the scientific method,so the public are learning the same lessons but not overcoming that to see the positive side in some cases.How would you go about taking that education on the next step,to being able to set aside some of the scepticisms or being able to judge perhaps the validations that show the benefits of a particular scientific discovery?

Colin Blakemore : Well,I have to say I certainly wouldn't tackle it in the way that Max Clifford suggested,which is to sing from one hymn sheet.We know that that goes wrong politicians,and it would certainly go wrong with science.We have to understand that differences of opinion,controversy are actually the engines of science.

[What a great way of putting it,so much for scientists not being good at communication.I think it's farcical to suggest this,when in fact many have to be literately skilled in order to publish papers for peer review,and talk on the radio as now.Considering scientists as it says in City Life (nerd.html) are the upper percentile,it stands to reason they must be literate.What is more likely is that the public lack comprehension.The only sense in which scientists may fail is  in the same way doctors get professionally discourteous and lack "bedside manner" and write spider scrawl through being in a hurry.These are professional by-products and should be taken into account -LB]

Now I agree that the public has been led to believe that scientists should be infallible,that we can always turn to hem fro an absolute answer on any problem.
[Science is a victim of its own success -LB]

But look,what the public has to understand  is the way that science works,not the kind of Trivial Pursuit questions that we use to judge the level of knowledge,"Does the Earth go round the Sun or the Sun  round the Earth?","Do antibiotics kill viruses or not?",

[These do show though a fundamental ignorance,and regardless of whether one accepts the "deficit model" of science(I doubt many people actually know that there is a model of how they perceive science!) it is a true fact that a large number of people get the answers to these questions factually wrong (see sci-mat.html).One of the reasons for this is the mindless chant "everyone is allowed to believe what they like".No they are not.
No one is allowed to believe the Earth is flat because it is wrong,and anyone who thinks like that is making decisions upon a false premise.Some people do not accept the methodology of proof and think that the world revolves around how they see it. Because someone believes the Earth is flat,does not mean the Earth has to accommodate them!
There are such things as true facts,and to hear some people talk,one might think that this is never the case.Belief in the paranormal and supernatural continues even when data is supplied that shows it just cannot be -LB]

What we need is a scientifically informed public that knows about risk and probability,and what a controlled experiment is,really the guts of science and how it works,then they'd be much better informed to judge new results when they are announced.

[Colin is exactly right.The two underlined areas are mathematical which proves my point that mathematics is the problem area. Colin has also identified the notion of knowing the structure of the scientific process,which is also something that needs vaunting.
 Many people laud the actions of Augusto Odone in "Lorenzo's Oil" and cannot understand why scientists seemed almost not to want to find a cure.Augusto's action although ending in triumph was highly dangerous. He could afford to risk his son's life as his son was dying anyway.Science was not in a position to use human beings as guinea pigs,and there would have been moral outrage if it had done so (without consent).Processes like double blind testing and the mathematics of least false positives are there to try and minimise risks.
Some of the conversations I've had quite amaze me.Do people think that these processes instituted by intelligent and highly trained people are there to impede cures and lengthen suffering? What do they take science for? Augusto went out on a limb.To his credit he learned science from scratch,and this is perhaps why he succeeded,but his radical actions cannot be tolerated within science fro safety's sake.It's odd that with GM people say that not enough testing has happened and that science is acting rashly,and yet when Augusto Odone acts rashly he is lauded as being the epitome of how things should operate.Science has to proceed by careful well planned steps,the public would not like it if science was as rash as Mr Odone,the GM scenario proves this,even if based on a false perception -LB]

Vivian Nathanson : Do you think that an understanding of how the ethical standards might apply and the depth of the ethical debate about some of these developments would actually aid or set back public acceptance.

Colin Blakemore : Well,of course some would say that science is essentially ethically neutral.The scientists just deliver the knowledge and the evidence,and the public or the politicians then step in and decide what to do with it.I think actually that's a naive interpretation,increasingly scientists are well aware of the possible consequences of their discoveries and I think it's an obligation that scientists have to reveal their doubts and concerns at an early stage,to involve the public and the politicians in helping them to make them make decisions about the way in which their science should go.

[That's all well and good. I think as the BSE affair shows that the public and politicians resent having hot potatoes dumped in their lap,but it isn't science that creates these hot potatoes all the time. Viruses exist,science didn't make them. Proteins exist,science didn't warp them into prions.Actions taken in society are what create the hot potatoes,such is the ignorance,that some think science created prions,and conspiracy theorists create wild ideas about what scientists are doing behind closed doors.Part of the problem is the closed doors.
Another part is this- If people and politicians are to be involved in a dialogue with science, what we can't have are simple moral philosophies dictating scientific progress,especially religious ideas based on lies about the real world. There is an onus,if this dialogue is to be established so that science isn't in a moral vacuum,for people and politicians to be scientifically literate,and pigs will fly (perhaps through GM) before that happens.
It seems to me that the public and politicians want to selfishly have their cake and eat it.They wash their hands of scientific literacy,and expect TEFAL men to do the work,then when that work produces a hot potato (that only happened because no one was involved in a dialogue) they have a screaming fit about it being morally dubious,and also resent being placed in the position of having to judge it.
Tough luck! That's what responsibility comes with living in today's society.The traditional moral notions are ill equipped to deal with scientific advance. Saying "it's against god" is absurd when no gods exist.Even Sir Robert Winston who is a believer says that using that ploy is unethical and actually we have an onus to use our "God given" intelligence (see helphand.html) -LB]

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : According to the pressure groups "Save British Science",British scientists are once again leaving for the United States and we as a society have more understanding and therefore we ought to have more appreciation of the value of scientists and yet we pay them very badly.So how does this paradox resolve itself.

[Rather than material value,what matters I think,is public esteem -LB]

Colin Blakemore : Well scientists in this country are much more civil servants than they are in the United States.There's a much less entrepreneurial approach to science,particularly in academic science,in this country than in the United States,that's what maintains relative consistency in salary scales and rather low levels of salary scales.
 Another problem I think stems from industry's attitude [Yes -LB].It's quite clear that British industry does not invest in science,in technology research and development,as highly as most American companies and certainly compared with Japan,and until the respect for science and innovation increases at the level of the boardroom,I don't think the respect will be there for scientists,indeed the public.

[Much as I like Sir John Harvey-Jones bumbling troubleshooter and business egg head that he is,many of his recent programmes brought the complaint from the firms that he tried to help as using a simple methodology of increasing profits by using the ploys that have always worked- getting rid of staff,cutting wages,not having stock stored and not sold etc. Some suggested that his ideas were old hat and inappropriate to a modern age. I think his straight talking works most of the time,but there is a sense in which his attitude reflects that of certain directors who are perhaps the ones who can't use computers or think science and technology is a necessary evil.They are perhaps conservative,or traditional in outlook,and have ideas of "standards".Such people are not given to riding the crest of a wave,but are plodders who just wish to make a decent living for themselves.They see no point in going out on a limb and risking their own business for the sake of the UK economy.
On the whole it's a rather stale and staid approach,perhaps exemplified by Sir John's taste in attire,which might be more fitting on a cotton mill owner of the last century.
Having worked for this countries biggest computer manufacturer as was,I can say that such people were those in charge of that corporation,and perhaps are why now,the factory I worked in is no longer there.Conversely,in one job interview I went to a small computer company in Manchester which worked on computer games,and was taking advantage of raw talent of youths,allowing them to "play" in the way Marcel Berlins psychologist on "Puzzling Passion" (see puzzle.html) thought was "messing about".I don't know if that company succeeded,but the environment of their office was dynamic and refreshing an innovative.
 Similarly those at IBM that are allowed to "mess about" produce stunning innovations like Fractals and image compression,which we're now seeing storm the world as MP3 and the like. Our own corporate directors are complacent fuddy-duddies who do not see the point in pure research,this is a lacking in their scientific education.Perhaps they don't teach them to be risk takers in business school -LB]

Bob Ayling :  Do you think that's because the returns that you get from investment in science are very long term?

[Yes,and they're also unpredictable -LB

Colin Blakemore : Yes,they are.

Bob Ayling : ....and I don't want to put the answer in your mouth,but people say,and I have had experience of it myself,that the expectations of the London capital markets are very short term.So there's a conflict.
[Also true,everyone wants to make a fast buck.What they don't realise is that science could help them avoid stock market crashes.Perhaps a long term view might even out the potential for disaster (see chaosflr.html) -LB]

Colin Blakemore :  They are indeed,I mean I don't fully understand about investment,but I gather that price earnings ratios are for the UK stock market,are out of line with those even in North America,but certainly compared with Japan. I mean shareholders expect big dividends and big returns,and the way to guarantee that is not to invest in science and development for technology for 20 years time,but to pay the profits out now.

[Greedy shareholders selfishly looking to be in Hawaii when retired are crippling everyone else's future,and in the long term shoot the country in the foot making us poor.Investing in science and holding in esteem is good for everyone in the long term.Anyone investing in Microsoft will no doubt testify to that.Possibly those shareholders are the same conservative traditionalists who are the other of the Two Cultures -LB]

But of course the problems then build up,over the long term,failure to innovate,failure in the end to be able to compete.

Nick Ross : Is part of the problem,not that scientist have been caught out giving us reassurances in the past,about things like BSE? (see maddox1.html)

[Science did not reassure over BSE,it warned.The reassurance was cajoled by politics (see beef.rtf@trans.html) -LB]

And that the public have simply lost faith,that you know,"yeah sure we'll go along the majority of scientists are saying this okay",and then we find they are wrong.

Colin Blakemore : Well one problem there,Nick is it wasn't the scientists who was giving us the reassurances,it was the politicians.I mean one hesitates to imagine what the scientific advisors were thinking when their minister were saying the things that they were in 1995. Reassurances like Stephen Dorrell saying "No conceivable risk of transmission from cattle to humans".I mean the scientists could not have been saying that at that time.

[As it shows in beef.rtf this was a complex affair.One of the things that comes out is that Richard Kimberlin a consultant had his hand in conflicting pies,and that the CMO Donald Aitcheson said "There is no risk from eating beef" and admitted he shouldn't have said it.
Scientists were involved in the fiasco,but the Phillips report finds that science was manipulated for political ends either by Thatcher and or by the MLC representing the meat industry.It is unfair to make science the scapegoat,or the scrapiesheep in this case -LB]

The communication of science is so often not in the mouths of scientists,and we'd need more active bench scientists,day to day scientists,out there communicating with the public.

[This is the role I have taken on in lieu of making money for myself,as I think it is so important that someone speaks on behalf of science,in as near to lay terms as possible -LB]

Nick Ross : How do you get around that? I mean we've got COPUS,the Committee On the Public Understanding of Science,the British Association for the Advancement of Science,the Royal Society,heaven knows what else.You yourself are on many of these and are on many platforms day to day,what else can be done?

[All these committees sit in their ivory towers publishing papers on what should be done. Meanwhile I'm getting on doing it with actual people -LB]

Colin Blakemore : The task of communicating is in the hands at the moment of a rather small number of scientific workhorses.We could all name them.The professional spokesmen for science.Why aren't the rest there? Why aren't ordinary jobbing scientists willing and able to communicate through the media,and one of the reasons is that there is still not adequate recognition of the importance of doing that.There's still a lack of regard and respect for the business of communicating to the public amongst scientists.

[That's hardly surprising considering the attitude of the public to scientists,and the inability of the public to listen. Science is like someone trying to do a singing act on a stage whilst the audience is full of drunkards,hecklers and yobs.One is not apt to wish to continue singing to an unappreciative audience.One might just as well go somewhere where one is listened to,and this for scientists is academia.There is thus little point in coming out to articulate if no one is bothering to listen -LB]

Nick Ross : Louis Blom-Cooper.

Louis Blom-Cooper : Could I pick you up on the rather arresting phrase that you used,that scientists in the United Kingdom are rather like civil servants.Are you saying that there is too much political interference [That certainly was true of BSE -LB] with the development of scientific knowledge?

Colin Blakemore : I think that the relationship between science and politics has certainly changed in the last 20 years,and I think it's partly the recognition by government that their success depends to a large extent on how science delivers,and the problems that it delivers. With BSE,with the GM issue.Science is really at the top of the public agenda these days.

[Not necessarily for the right reasons -LB]

Louis Blom-Cooper : Would you recommend therefore that politicians should as it were stand back?

Colin Blakemore : I don't think one could turn the clock back to the point where one simply tried to reinstate an absolute trust in scientists an just let them get on with their job,I mean we're into an age of greater public information and greater public concern.So I think what one's got to do is to look for greater mechanisms for accountability,greater transparency in the process by which governments obtain their scientific advice,and the ways in which science is implemented in technology.

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : Professor Blakemore can I just take you to a different aspect of the issue,and that's our education system? Up until now,after the age of 15 or 16 a small minority of people go on to study scientific subjects.To what extent do you think that that divide has created some of the problems that we have today in the distrust,and if I may suggest,lack of understanding about some of the scientific issues and certainly the scientific method,which is something you were talking about earlier?

[Peter Hitchens points out that courses are dropped if they are not profitable (see hitch1.html).Rather like running a bus service in a rural area,some courses may not be profitable but nevertheless should be available. Because of out mentality of making everything turn a profit,valuable things are being dropped in favour of profitable things,and this shallow view ends up destroying the means to profitability in the long term.That is what was wrong with Thatcher's view of privatising everything. You end up with lost of little railways all in the areas that make money and none in the areas where transport is most needed.Similarly in education,profitable courses might be those that people like,but they are not necessarily the things that need to be taught.A market led philosophy is a disaster area,especially for education.Asking students to pay for education doesn't help either,they are an investment in the future and we should pay for  them -LB]

Colin Blakemore : The problem is that the 90% of the public who are not going to become professional scientists need to have that background knowledge of how science works in order to make their minds up about all sorts of issues that impinge on their lives.
One problem think here is education,I mean it's very good that science is deeply embedded now in the National Curriculum,but maybe as I've said before,the kinds of things that people need to know about science are not the sort of boring factual things that are going to turn off those who are not themselves committed to a scientific career,but the excitement of science,there's great public enthusiasm for genetics,for evolution,for astronomy and astrophysics,and so on,and it's those kinds of things that grip people's minds that ought to form the basis of a different kind of science teaching,and see it as part of our culture (see sci-mat4.html),the creative process,not boring lab classes that 90% of kids are never going to pursue in their job.

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : It seems to me that while the National Curriculum is very good in the sense that it produces a broad concept from different sciences to most students,there is a problem in it,because it is examined of course,what it does is teach the certainties,and the exciting part about science is its uncertainties.How do you try to complete that circle,of introducing people to the concept of the benefits of uncertainties at the same time as needing to examine at GCSE level,the same curriculum.

Colin Blakemore : Well you ask the right kinds of questions,don't you? About how scientists design experiments and how they solve problems.Ask questions about past controversies in science and how they were resolved.

[In sci-mat3 we see Robin Millar doing this with a group of children getting them to analyse the points of view -LB]

I mean don't underestimate the ability of people to deal with those kinds of concepts that would be my answer.

Nick Ross : It seems to me that you're not blaming the media,you are not blaming the public,you seem to blaming the scientists themselves.

[How can a scientist dare blame the public even if that's what he/she thinks.That's hardly conducive to getting people involved in a dialogue. Personally I have a great distaste for this cap in hand nonsense,apologising for public ignorance.Professional scientists can't call a spade a spade,but I can -LB]

You're saying they are not entrepreneurial,they're not articulate,they are incapable of bailing themselves out of this?

[As I write this a hot potato is opening up on the news - genetic testing maybe available to insurance companies.The spokesperson Mary Francis,said "We are in the business of assessing risk,we already take family medical history into account" -LB]

Colin Blakemore : No I wouldn't say I don't blame the media,Nick,sorry,but certainly the media carries some of the blame.Open the news pages,and I don't mean the science page,the news pages of the average newspaper,and you'll find the scientific stories are almost always written in terms of Frankensteinian catastrophes,or miracle breakthroughs.
But I agree,we've got our own house to put in order,it is the scientists responsibility,and the way of solving that is to build into the whole culture of how science works the responsibility to communicate,to get out there,to talk to the public,and not a one way patronising process of informing,but to listen to what people are concerned about,and use that to guide one's work

[Note that Colin uses a word not often seen in the public vocabulary where science is concerned.The word used in it's place is "rights". All too often people scream "rights",but never take on their responsibilities. The public has a responsibility to understand science so that- as Colin says - they can make informed decisions on scientific issues -LB]

The problem is that the rewards structure isn't there within science to make it worth their while,that's what we need to do.

Nick Ross : Colin Blakemore thank you very much indeed. Our next witness is another who thinks that public scepticism about science is founded more on wisdom and understanding than is generally acknowledged.From the Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex,Andy Sterling.
 Dr Sterling,you think there's quite a bit of scientific sophistication out there in Britain,is there?

Andy Sterling : Yes that's right,I think we've heard a lot this evening about the supposed lack of trust by the public in science and technology,and I think there's another equally if not more important issue,which is a lack of trust in the public by the regulatory process of science and technology.

[If that's true it wouldn't be surprising,you're talking don't forget about a public that thinks the Sun goes round the Earth,thinks antibiotics kill viruses,thinks cold is a thing,thinks they have a chance of winning the lottery,thinks the outcome of one coin toss affects the next one, thinks that 5,3,2 is more likely than 6,6,6 on rolls of die,and think we should stick to imperial measure (see weight.html).
Given all these errors of judgement would you place the control of Pandora's Box in these people's hands,because I wouldn't -LB]

Nick Ross : Louis Blom-Cooper.

Louis Blom-Cooper : Isn't the problem one of language? Now the law is getting rid of latinism,isn't it a matter for scientist to ,as it were,write and speak in plain English?

Andy Sterling :  Well,yes,it's desirable that everybody speaks in plain English,speaking as an academic I remember that all the time.

Louis Blom-Cooper :  Well absolutely.

[If Louis truly means this,he is as ignorant of science as is Marcel Berlins,also a lawyer,I'm beginning to see  trend and perhaps a reason why we get miscarriages of justice -LB]

Andy Sterling :   But I really don't think it's principally an issue of communication.I think it's an issue of involvement.It's an issue that science really is pervaded,especially regulatory science,and what we're talking about here is principally regulatory science.

Nick Ross : What d'you mean by " regulatory science"?

Andy Sterling :  I mean the science of assisting decisions about which technologies we choose,which technologies we pursue,and under what conditions.The science of risk assessment [see tnbg1.html,reith992.html and "Costing the Earth"@trans.html],because I believe that the public really manifestly in cases like mobile phones,new technologies, information technologies,household appliances are sold on the basis of being "the appliance of science".You know we really don't have a problem with public concerns about science and technology on many levels,it's when we come to regulatory science,the use of science to justify the pursuit of a technology about which the public may have misgivings.

[In the case of cell phones many said "Why isn't there an indication of how dangerous it is?",seemingly unaware that the power rating of the output signal is an indication of how dangerous it is.The information is usually in the user manual or on the device and usually suggests what part of the EM laws it complies with. But no one appears to know what to look for,where to look for it,or what to make of it should they find it,or how to discern a danger level from the given information.That is public ignorance of science,and a failing of the public,not scientists.In sci-mat4.html we see an electronics goods salesman who hasn't a clue about modern technology,and he is passing his rubbish buzzwords off to a gullible public as information.Similarly in sci-mat2.html we see a girl working in a plant making CD players who has no clue how a CD or a laser works.I doubt the Japanese or Americans are as lax -LB]

Nick Ross : In some areas the government has made sure that there is some consideration of these regulatory issues before the science really becomes available.Is it your view that this should happen more often,that things like genetically modified organisms have sort of got into production,before people feel there's been sufficient ethical consideration?

[Then companies should also be responsible,and not put something on the market until people are happy about it.This would need controls on private companies,and I doubt they'd stand for it -LB]

Andy Sterling : Yes I think that's very true and it's not just on grounds of ethics,I mean it's very welcome the moves that are being made in the UK,and the UK is in some respects experimenting in a commendable fashion,looking at broader issues around science and new technologies.But it's not just about ethics,and really it's not a question of bolting on some ethical experts onto the science, we need to expose the types of questions that are asked of science,the types of interpretations that are placed upon it to much broader scrutiny.

Nick Ross : But are you saying getting early is also important?

Andy Sterling :  Yes,getting in right at the beginning of a technology is important,not only for the prospects of that technology,but also to engender a healthy debate,about which technologies are pursued,because these things are essentially political in nature.Which technologies we pursue,which we carefully control,are political issues,and to pretend they are matters of science is really not helpful either to scientists or to the wider social debate.

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : Dr Sterling would you approve of the approach that was taken for example with mobile phone technology,where as I understand it as a layman,we're being told "There is a possibility that this might do you harm,we can't quantify what this possibility is,you use these things at your own risk,and you may come to the conclusion that the benefits outweigh the potential disadvantages"?

Andy Sterling :   I think it was commendable,it was unfortunately rather rare,it was not only good communication,it was rigorous,in the expression of uncertainties,and I think actually sometimes it's overstated the degree to which the public don't like uncertainty.
Politicians very often don't like uncertainty,because they want to justify a policy and they don't like it to be fudged.The media as we've heard,doesn't like uncertainty, because they like a nice story.But I think the public when they hear undue confidence in something they know to be questionable,because surprises are always possible [Because the future is open and one can't tell the future -LB],then the pubic have misgivings about the source of that confidence,and it's the prospect of future surprises that actually worries the public and so to acknowledge that possibility is a very important and mature thing to be doing in the communication of science.

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : It seems to me that scientists are very often pursuing scientific knowledge, developments,because that's a goal in and of itself,but the public are not looking at those developments in that way,and that perhaps one of the things that we underestimate is the public's preparedness to say "Do we actually need this? Is this breakthrough something that is of use to us,against the risk?".

[This to me misses the point.This is a utilitarian view of science,one I've heard before.Science is the pursuit of knowledge and understanding not the pursuit of material goods and useful things.Ben Franklyn said "What is the use of a new born baby?".
We might ask what use the arts are or what use a picture is or music?
 It maybe that there is a law of diminishing returns,such that we don't need a blue white soap powder that washes so white it's white in wavelengths even your eye can't see,and I can see the point that the public might see this and rightly question it,especially if the manufacturing process is sending chemicals into rivers for no good purpose.
 But what the public doesn't understand is that science is done as Vivian says for knowledge as an end in itself,and if one asks "What use is knowledge?" the question almost answers itself,but to qualify,apart from technology our whole humanity rests on knowing and being curious,it is the one thing nature has granted us in being conscious,as Robert Winston said it is an affront to God not to use it. Sheer understanding is the greatest gift,there would be no music without understanding sound and vibration,no art without understanding materials colour and form. The crippling utilitarian view curtails the science if it can't be justified by making a better "thing",that is not what science is for,it is not a means to better "things", although that's one thing it can do,that's not it's sole purpose.
 If science is sold to the public as a purveyor of "things" then they will rightly object when we are making super blue whiteners that we don't need and killing off habitats t'boot.
People have to see that scientific enquiry is an awe inspiring pursuit of it's own volition and it doesn't destroy by explaining but enhances (see anybut.html) -LB]

Andy Sterling : I think that's absolutely true,this is a key element of the sophistication in public attitudes to science and technology,which I was getting at. So we see that toleration of technologies,biotechnologies in the context of medicine,are looked upon far more favourably than very similar technologies in the context of agriculture,and I think that's very definitely an entirely reasonable weighing up of the pros and cons.

[Do me a favour,whilst this maybe true,you're talking about people that think corn circles are alien landing zones and that military flares and meteors are alien spacecraft.These are sophisticated people? -LB]

I think what the media needs to do,along with the political process generally,is really acknowledge the political element in choices over science and technology,to be more mature about it,and there are stories in there as well,if you look for them it's not just wow,gee whizz,technology,there are really interesting stories to do with the politics of science.

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : You said that you wanted the public involved from the debate in the early developments,so that the ethical framework and so on is partly set,would you actually want the public involved in actually trying to direct the areas into which science should be investigating?

Andy Sterling : Yes absolutely.

[NO NO NO You can't do this.This means the most uninformed people the most scientifically illiterate are dictating the path of the scientifically literate informed people.That would be like a total inversion of Harrison Bergeron,that would be no society I would wish to belong to.The lunatics taking over the asylum! What kind of idiocy is this? Government policy perhaps?
Perhaps we should have tests into whether the moon is made of cheese in case our farmers go bankrupt and there is a plentiful supply of fairy produce awaiting NASA.
We're talking about innumerate people deciding the route of enquiry of processes that they have no comprehension of.That's like putting a blind man in charge of Formula 1 car.
This is total nonsense. Should religious ignoramuses decide whether GM is ethical? You're talking about people who believe in invisible beings deciding the fate of a rational inquiry,what a crock -LB]

I think it's of a related but quite distinct issue.I think you're absolutely right.the allocation of resources to research and development is a very important area of political decision making.Technologies are not just a production line where you have a scientific discovery leading through inexorably to an inevitable technology.There are very important choices made along that line about which technologies we develop and in what form we develop them,and those things should be a legitimate matter of political debate.

[So is this to apply to other areas? Do I as a lay person get to say how media and film people are allowed to go down moral pathways,and veto their artistic development if I don't like it? Don't talk crap.I've already taken issue with Ch4 over broadcasting Graham Hancock's baloney (see toynbee8.html),and their view was that they didn't see why they couldn't broadcast what they like even if I have a problem with it.If the arts can do what they please and chop cows in half and display them,then I don't see why science can't be left to those that know what they are doing.If science is to be morally policed,so too should the arts.George Orwell was right on the nail,we've had CDTV and "Big Brother" now here come the thought police -LB]

Nick Ross : So if I understand you correctly,you're saying that political decisions have been wrapped in a flag of science,which has damaged science,and that there just needs to be much,much more open communication?

Andy Sterling : Scientists sometimes they have their hands tied,I wouldn't blame scientists actually for the lack of these things,I think the politicians the media,we all carry responsibility for this.

[There's that word again,and Andy's right that it's everyone's responsibility not just scientists -LB]

Let me pinpoint one concrete thing that could be done.At the moment we have a scientific advisory system that makes recommendations,and it is under enormous pressure,to make as unequivocal a recommendation as possible for any given matter.Now if we expected instead that the scientific advisory system to generate series of alternatives,you can say, "well look,if you assume this,then that would be the best course of action,whereas if,on the other hand you assume this,then another course of action would be the best course of action",and leave it to the political process to choose between the recommendations,acknowledging those parts which are more political,and those parts which science is competent to pronounce upon. That's a very simple thing to require of our advisory system,it's not impractical and it would do an awful lot to highlight the political nature of science,and take some of the pressure off scientist.

Nick Ross : Dr Sterling thank you very much indeed.Well now's the time for our three commissioners to withdraw and decide on their recommendations.
[Perhaps they should make many recommendations and let science choose from them! -LB]
Will they conclude that scientists are misrepresented,misunderstood and are missing out on public funds? Or that they are the authors of their own mixed fortunes?

Now we'll here their proposals in a moment,but that gives us time to hear from our audience, many of whom are scientists themselves or who have strong views on science.

Sheena Anderson :  My names Sheena Anderson I'm Head of Communications for Natural Environment Research Council,and I hope the commission will actually come up with a little bit more on listening to people.There was too much of an emphasis in my view,on you know the public being ignorant,on telling the public about things. 
The public don't need to know a lot of details of science.What they need to know is how relevant it is.
[You are completely wrong.They maybe don't need to know details,but Colin Blakemore is right that they need to understand scientific process and why it works like it does to see that it is working in their interests,and the public should understand  things like risk assessment and probability and accept that the language of science cannot be made simpler for the public's benefit (see world30.rtf @mworld.html) -LB]

What is means to people,and we need to listen more as scientists.We must admit we've not been encouraged to do that,we're now doing that,listen to the public,listen to their concerns and communicate,and by the way,we are training our scientists,that's my job,and I train a minimum of 60 scientists a year on a 2 day course to really get up and strut their stuff and they do it very well indeed.

[So that puts paid to the nonsense that scientists aren't communicating and aren't able to communicate -LB]

James Williams : James Williams,I'm a lecturer in science education at Brunel University, one of the things I was interested in,and I think that the commission needs to take on board is the issue of science education for our young people.I'm an author of science textbooks for young people and one thing that we're trying to do at the moment is to present young people with a lot of the issues that have been talked about today.Things like clones,things like BSE and CJD (see bse.html and beef.rtf@trans.html) and I think that young people have to engage with that.What we're not doing in our science education however is we're not actually creating a scientifically literate society.
[Exactly -LB]

Our science education curriculum is basically utilitarian,what is it there for? It's there actually to train scientists.What we're forgetting about is that vast swathe of people who are not going to be scientists,and what we need to do in our schools,is we need to train our young people to be scientifically literate,

[True.One thing though I've recently noticed a publication that says it tells parents what children are doing in school,it's struck me how much we keep the public out of academia after they leave education unless they volunteer for courses.Surely if parents have an interest in their children's education,they should be allowed to participate in whatever way they think they can. I know that some colleges and schools have open days or night classes and some have even experimented with having parents in with children,and that as "Does Science Matter?" reported there are "science centres" for public use,but I think that the alienation that happens is because academia is not open for public inspection.When scientists have turned up on debate programmes,usually the kind of questions posed by the audience are shown up as the naive and ill-informed views that they are,but the questions are answered from the horse's mouth as it were.Given that people don't seem to make use of the published materials,it seems like they actually wish to face off the people who they perceive as handing them hot potatoes or forcing GM food upon them,and grill them as they do politicians on "Question Time",perhaps then it would make sense to have a regular "Question Time" slot on TV as occasionally the "Material World" does on Radio 4 enabling the public to get answers to those niggling questions (in the meantime there's always www.last-word.com).I think the public value facing another human being and getting a chance to put them on the spot.I also think the "involvement" point is valid,and perhaps the science centres help in this regard (see sci-mat.html),but perhaps academia should be more available to the public.I personally value being able to Email those people whose books I've read,but it seems it could end up impractical if they are plagued by Emails,no science would actually get done!

and I think there needs to be a move in textbooks,I think there needs to be a move in the science teaching,and I'd like the commission to come forward and say "we need to fundamentally reexamine the science that we're teaching in schools,in order to create this body of people who can engage with a lot of the high level science that's actually going on out there.
One of the things that's been lost in science education in schools is the human face.You can go through the whole of school science virtually [virtually as in almost, or virtually as in via computer ?! -LB], without learning about,about understanding about how scientists work, about understanding about the people who are actually responsible for many of the discoveries.
[That's one of my bones of contention too.Mentioning a great scientists invariably elicits the response "who?" As it says in City Life (nerd.html) "Channel Four's 'This Life' series,for example once referred to a scientist of the stature of Christian Doppler as 'some geek', without attracting adverse comment." . I also think that Peter Atkins (see duncan1.html,water.html) is right that there is a contingent working hard to undermine science,and that a positive effort is required to stop the erosion -LB]

Why aren't these people,why aren't the controversies in science,why aren't the debates that were around in Victorian times,why aren't the debates that are happening now,being a part of our science education?

[ I can't say how it is now,but both my wife and I remarked how interesting Simon Singh's "The Science of Secrecy" is because he shows the history of the characters and waves the maths into the fabric of  historical events,giving some human context to why certain scientific things were done.Simon also does this is "Fermat's Last Theorem". Perhaps if people saw that science was done by humans and not caricatured TEFAL men,and how it has affected their own history and society it would have cultural context.
I often have to make the point for those accommodating Eastern supernatural ideas,that we have our own cultural heritage and one that may or may not have been particularly influential (see analy14.html).We should be proud  of what we have achieved,not run it down -LB]

Rebecca Mylum : I'm Rebecca Mylum from the Science Museum,where we're starting to take a more journalistic attitude towards science,in some of the exhibitions that we're doing,and I hope that the commission is going to encourage the media to start taking a different attitude to the way it covers science.To start moving away from the idea that science is all about amazing discoveries all the time,and to perhaps start asking different experts to comment on other experts work,which I don't think we see enough of at the moment.

Nick Ross : So you're absolutely opposed to the idea - the PR view,that all scientists should speak from the same hymn sheet,with one voice?

Rebecca Mylum :  I think that's impossible.

Mark Scott : Mark Scott from staff of the Royal Society. I take a slightly different view from the previous speaker,because I think that something the commission could usefully do is to suggest that the media should be a little less even handed.It's very hard for people to make choices,if in fact equal time is given to two different views,one of which is held by a very small minority and another by a great majority.

[It's probably due to this that New Age nonsense has gained ground. Peter Dale at Ch4 defended Hancock by saying:
"I don't see why people like Graham Hancock shouldn't be allowed to air theories without being constantly checked in their wilder flights of fancy by other experts with other theories."
 Peter Dale's "not seeing" is perhaps due to a lack of scientific background.What was evident according to Tim Taylor at Bradford Uni was that scientific people had been ejected from the programme because they didn't agree with Hancock-a self confessed non-scientist.
According to the media we can have any old rubbish posited as possible by non experts and not subject that view to scrutiny. Peer review is absolutely essential,and Hancock would have been laughed out of court had it happened.Christine Parkin presumably herself not a scientist nevertheless was able to point out the basic error with Hancock's views (see toynbee8.html).
If this is the calibre of person in broadcasting,one wonders how flagships like Equinox get made -LB]

Nick Ross : So they get...you feel they get somebody who says the Earth is flat,and give whoever says that equal weight to someone who says it's round?

[I think people like Peter Dale are the very people Peter Atkins was speaking of.That's exactly what happened in Hancock's case on Ch4.Fortunately the BBC's Horizon dealt him short shrift as too did Jeremy Paxman,always one to get rid of baloney.Brian Appleyard might be another culprit,certainly Paul Davies seemed to think so (see www.edge.org) -LB]

Mark Scott :  That's correct,that's a good analogy.

Marcus de Sortoi : (Marcus appears in world9 and world 27.rtf @mworld.html) My name's Marcus de Sortoi,I'm a mathematician in Cambridge funded by the Royal Society.At the moment the ethos in the University system does not favour people who try and make an effort to communicate their subject.In general,somebody who does this seen as somebody who has sold out,who probably can't do real science anymore,and we're not rewarded for trying to make an effort. We have a lot of point systems now within Universities for research assessment,and I think now there is a move to credit people who make an effort and so the University will score more money for doing that.

Nick Ross : Is there a good deal of snobbery in fact within academic science? That it's wrong to talk to the hoi poloi,the public?

[It seems to me there is a culture clash.The public don't watch University Challenge,the soap operas are more their taste,so much so that some want soaps on the curriculum (see soap.html). Within my own circle referring to Uni Challenge the comment is made "You don't watch that do you?".Whereas I take exception to the mindless money grabbing games,zoo tv (Newsci reports Zimbado is to get his own version can you believe?),and endless soap operas and their dumb plot lines.Oddly it seems that a taste for certain dramas has developed amongst today's Uni students,I see this has a bad sign.Many of the people I've met going to Uni see it as a way to better job prospects as opposed to doing something to aid society as a whole.There is a dispiriting selfishness in both camps -LB]

Marcus de Sortoi : People are made to feel that that isn't there job.But I think there's a lot of jealously as well.When somebody actually can do it.
 I think the second point that was brought up,at the moment in British Universities,we do our research on the back of doing teaching.You know if you can find some spare time to do some research,great,but you teach,and that is not so much the case in America. I think people are given much more time to do what they truly want to do,and I  think the money would be better put into broadening the scientific base,rather than increasing salaries which was one suggestion.

Nicholas Maxwell : I'm Nicholas Maxwell,and I'm a philosopher, a philosopher of science, author of "From Knowledge to Wisdom".I hope the commission recognises that merely in deciding to do research on one problem rather than another problem value judgements are being made.The whole...it's not just in applications,but in science itself there are value judgements.
[That's perhaps how it isn't in a moral vacuum -LB]

And the moment one recognises that,it becomes clear that it can't just be left to scientists,to decide you know,what kind of research should go on.I hope the commission will say "we need to change our whole conception of science,and our whole conception of rational enquiry".

[That's pretty scary stuff.If it is not to be left to scientists,the only way to involve others is for them to be scientifically literate.We can't let the blind man drive the car,that would be more dangerous than now -LB]

Nick Ross : Well now our commissioners have returned from their deliberations,what have they decided? How can scientists be more trusted? Indeed,should they be more trusted? Have you reached agreement?

Louis Blom-Cooper : Yes we have.

Bob Ayling : Yes.

Nick Ross : Bob Ayling.

Bob Ayling : Well,we decided to begin,with our major premise,we think that we live in a liberal modern economic society,and to be successful we need good scientists,we need a good understanding of science,and we need good technology.
Now in Britain, we have world class scientists.We do not have world class technological development and investment,and that is partly because of our attitude to science and the value of science.
Our first recommendation,is that we need as our society to invest more in science.We think that we should invest more as a community,that is the state. 
We don't think though that the rest of investment should come exclusively from the very large corporations,and we thinks scientists in Britain should be more entrepreneurial,and one of the facts that came through the evidence that we heard was that scientists in America are much more positive about their subjects and scientists in Britain should understand the commercial application of their knowledge and be willing to go and raise capital and develop it.

[Well if that's the case,count me out of becoming a professional scientist because of ideas like that which caused me to steer clear of following through the academic trail. Science is not a lackey of corporate business.If it runs profits from applications that's a bonus,but that's not what it's for.This displays the same mentality as the recording industry over Napster (see napster.html and t-thing.html -LB]

Nick Ross : Louis Blom-Cooper.

Louis Blom-Cooper : We were very struck by the notion that behind all this question of confidence in scientists and in science by the public,is communication,and we think very strongly that there's a failure on both sides in this respect.We think that the science world,the scientists have not been the best communicators, by the same token we think that the media itself has totally failed the public,to communicate the activities of science and scientists.
We think that journalists particularly who write about scientific matters are of poor quality in this country.
[Check Jon Snow in beef.rtf@trans.html,and his objection to "There is no evidence that" -LB]

We think that by contrast with the United States,few of them would ever survive in the media in the United States,and we think particularly - this maybe the most practical recommendation we can make - we think that the press complaints commission has got a function to perform and we think the press complaints commission ought to turn it's attention to the reporting of scientific matters,and to correct the gross inaccuracies that are occurring daily in our national and I suspect in our regional press.

[What about stopping papers from printing out and out lies,like "Bus found at North pole"? It cannot help sciences cause to have lies printed in a newspaper so that people do not know what is and isn't possible.Orwell was right there too -LB]

Nick Ross : Vivian Nathanson.

Vivian Nathanson : We think as well that it's about time that we learnt a few lessons from history,and I would say that medical issues,huge medical developments have learnt this lesson and are entering into debate with the public very early on,to explore the limits, the desirability,the direction,in which those technologies should go. So we wonder why for example science didn't learn the lesson from the public rejection of gamma ray radiation of food,before introducing GMOs?And we think there are lessons to learn.

[Just because the public perceives something as dangerous doesn't mean it is.Why should a progress be halted because fearful misinformed people veto something that they don't like? And also why do we get crap allowed by them because they do like it? 
 Why should "Greenpeace vandals" as Nick said get off free because the public jurors sympathise with their ignorant cause? It's a travesty of the law,and a retrogressive step.I don't want GM Soya in my food either,but I am not going to halt GM research out of irrational fear,or because "it's against God" -LB]

So as a practical recommendation, we believe that scientists should get together and make sure that techniques such as citizens juries [You mean like the ones that let Melchett off? -LB],and other models of involving the public are used and analysed to see how effective they are,
[And what or who exactly will do the analysis? Scientists or the public? And if they are found ineffectual? And these juries will be scientifically literate? -LB]

to get the public views early on,which encompass those things,like the limits that should be set,and the ethical framework within which certain science would be exploited.

[Let's just think about this. There is a video going out now explaining that ethnic (Indian) women are abused in their own homes,and educating them how to deal with it.The Sikh community says it brings shame on them.If their are different values in our society,should the ignorant backward views of some people and some ethnic communities be allowed to have a say in what science does,considering they do not share the heritage or the ideas of how it works? I don't think those people are best placed to make that call.The last think we want is for ideas that are 300 years or more out of date having a hand in saying how science should operate.In many of those views the notions stem from pre scientific ideas or have old scientific views behind them.
Many of those views have the Newtonian clockwork view,the Cartesian Duality of mind /body and notions of "spirits".One cannot allow such out of date views to determine scientific progress.People may say that GM should not happen because the spirit would be interfered with.Should we allow such it ignorant ideas to dictate which technologies are pursued,I think not.Only when scientific literacy is gained in the public domain can you accept any public input. A case for ethical considerations was put in miller1.wri on GM (trans.html)-LB]

Having said that,that does of course require scientific literacy from the public,and there is a need in parallel for investment in that scientific literacy from National Curriculum and particularly exploring the uncertainties,not just the certainties of science.
A second representation,an as representative of a trade union I would say this wouldn't I,is that scientists should be better represented.Scientists need to develop a representative framework on things around research freedoms,research funding,pay, if that is a crucial issue,but also making sure that there is a collaborative effort to get the best people on the media,and we do take the point that that should be recognised by scientists and by their employers and funders,as a worthwhile and important endeavour.

Nick Ross : So our liberal economic society depends greatly science and technology.We have world class scientists,but not world class exploitation of their ingenuity.Therefore the commission recommends that we need to invest more in science,much of that investment should come through the state,but also scientists in the United Kingdom should be more entrepreneurial,as are their counterparts in the United States.
There is failure both by scientists and by the media in communicating science,and the dilemmas that it involves.Scientists should re-evaluate the way that they address the public,but the media has utterly failed to address science with quality, integrity and intelligence,and the Press Complaints Commission should take up the cudgels to improve the standard of science reporting.
 There should be more emphasis in educating children in science on the uncertainties that are involved in science. Scientists need to organise themselves better and also should learn from history that to be forewarned is to be forearmed,and that that they should promote public debate before new techniques are introduced,not hope for compliance afterwards.

So thank you very much indeed.Next week a new commission,until then goodbye.

(applause)
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